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The Copenhagen Conspiracy
David Ferry, Arizona State University, USA
“Einstein had noticed immediately that Bohr’s
interpretation of quantum mechanics may be
in conflict with the theory of relativity. How
could separate measurements of particles that
are correlated by a conservation-law have
random outcomes without violating that law?
Prof. Ferry takes us on a ‘realistic’ and
interesting tour through the Copenhagen
wonderland of quantum interpretations. A
must-read for every engineer or scientist!”
Prof. Karl Hess, University of Illinois, USA
“An entertaining, pragmatic and forthright
journey through the history of quantum
mechanics exposing the almost religious
sectarianism of those professing to understand
what it means. Thoroughly recommended!”
Prof. John Barker, University of Glasgow, UK
Audience: General interest.

Sales Opportunity: General interest to
readers, especially in the history of science,
physics, and quantum mechanics.

Jan 2019, 370 Pages, GBP61.99
7 Color & 4 B/W Illustrations
ISBN 9789814774758 (Cloth)
ISBN 9781351207232 (eBook)

Lifestyle and Nature

Integrating Nature Technology to Sustainable
Lifestyles
Ryuzo Furukawa, Tohoku University, Japan
Environmental constraints are becoming
increasingly severe, and now more than ever
it is time that we confront head-on the change
from an “underground resources” type of
civilization to one with a new way of life and
technology that embraces a sense of nature.
To do so, we need to understand the process
of the civilization change. We must change
our way of thinking to backcasting in order to
design future lifestyles and learn from the
elderly who lived with nature under severe
environmental constraints more than 70
years ago.
This book provides many examples of
Japanese cities that conducted lifestyle design
projects based on nature technology.
Audience: General interest.

Sales Opportunity: The book is a great
reference for graduate-level students of
environmental studies and engineering and
for researchers in innovation, social science,
engineering, and public policy, especially
those with an interest in lifestyle change for a
sustainable society.
Feb 2019, 424 Pages, GBP116
17 Color & 134 B/W Illustrations
ISBN 9789814774628 (Cloth)
ISBN 9781315146874 (eBook)

Stage Performance for Singers
A Practical Course in 12 Basic Steps
Martin Karnolsky

“The book fills a large void in the study of the
art of stagecraft that few have endeavored to
attempt. He approaches his subject with
passion and conviction, yet leaves room for
interpretation. The generous amount of
photographs and diagrams are invaluable in
grasping the author’s concepts, and are the
next best thing to working with him in person,
which I have had the pleasure of doing several
times. Dr. Karnolsky is an inspired man who
takes his subject to heart and, as a result, is
highly effective in helping others to add new
depths and dimensions to the art of stage
performance. Bravo!”
Dr. Joseph Curiale, American Composer,
Author, and Educator
Audience: General interest.

Sales Opportunity: This book is valuable in
that it teaches singers to direct their own
stage performance. It teaches singers how to
be more successful on stage, how to be more
charismatic and how to manage their
audience the way they want.
Dec 2018, 134 Pages, GBP23
131 B/W Illustrations
ISBN 9789814800204 (Paperback)
ISBN 9780429428692 (eBook)

